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SUMMARY ;

L) the f*ll of 1969, a Magnetometer and horizontal loop K.K*
: ' ' ' . ' : ' " . ' f '

surre/ was carried out over the two claim* by the Noranda based 

Faloonbrldge Nickel .Mines United crew.

The surveys have resulted in a series of northeasterly tren 

ding, very weak B.M* responses which are probably due to little more 

than minor mineralisation in sedimentary bands which are found on the
1 ' . - ; ' ' - . * "'

property. The magnetic survey has reflected fewer anomalous sones, 

bat has indicated sinilar strike indications where coincident anoma 

lies occur.
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LOCATIOH AMP ACCESS

The property consists of two claims S-148883 and S-lWHJS'* comprising
. . 4 .t. .

the NK of Lot 2, Concession IV, Qraham Township and is located approximately 

10 Biles south-west of the City of Sudbury t Ontario*

The property is accessible by a H mile trail leading north froa 

Highway l? near Haughton. Alternately, the claims con be reached by a )4 

mile walk through light bush travelling southeast from tho abandoned 

Algoma Eastern Railway which traverses the northern part of the township.

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

The two claims in the map area are recorded under the name of 

Falconbridge Nickel Hines Limited, Falconbridgo Ontario.

WORK SUBMITTED

This report covering both a magnetometer and a horizontal loop 

electromagnetic survey is submitted for a total of *K) days assessment 

credit per claim, by Falconbridge Nickel Hines Limited.

The work was performed on mining claims 5-1^888? and 8-1^888^.

DATE OF WORK PKHFORHED

The geophysical surveys were carried out during November nnd 

December, 1969*

GEOLOGICAL DATA

A separate report describing the geology of these two claims was 

submitted for assessment in September, 1969 by Falconbridge Nickel Mines 

Limited.
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CQHTROL : i . v .
•^.t*J*-^*' -/. -, . '.- •" . -,. -.. ,- ,' . . ,. ,, . - 

' Qeophyaical aurveying waa carried out along grid linea running
'' "' ' -J . , . - i ' j .

north-aouth and out at 'KX) foot intervala. Ihe linea were chained and
' . ''' - ' . - '' '.' .'' V i
 arked With numbered pioketa every 100 feet. An eaat-veat surveyed tie 

line accurately establishedi the poaition of the linea.
' ' - * *:'. '

The linea for* part of a larger grid aystem tied in to a surveyed 

base line located south of the presently described nap area.

, The lineoutting waa submitted for asaessaent in September, 19^9 by 

Falconbridge Nickel Mines Liaited.

' V 4.;
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THBORY AMD METHOD OF SURVKT3 

Magnetometer [Survey

In carrying out the magnetometer survey, a Sharpe KF1 Flux 

gate magnetometer was employed. This instrument operates by Means 

of a fluxgate system which is operated by battery. The readings are 

taken from a Meter on the face of the instrument and are read in 

gamma values. Therefore, no correction is necessary except for the 

diurnal and instrument drift.

The fluxgate system works on the principle that a battery 

current is passed through two coils which are arranged within a 

secondary winding. These coils are so arranged that the magnetic 

field set up in then is equal. If, however, an external magnetic 

fi aid exists, it creates an in-balance in the system which results 

in a measurable voltage which is proportionate to the strength of 

the external field. The voltages are measured on a meter on the 

face of the instrument which is divided in gamma values. A detailed 

explanation of the fluxgate systea can be found in "Applied Geo 

physics for Engineers and Geologists" by Griffith and King.

The stations to be used for diurnal and instrument drift 

control were established along the base line. Following this the 

readings were taken at fifty foot intervals along all picket lines 

and along the base line. Following the necessary corrections the 

the readings were plotted in gamma values on the map.

The accuracy of this instrument is considered plus or minus 

0.5# of full scale on the 1,000 to 10,000 gamma ranges and 1.0* of



full scale on the 30,000 to 100,000 gamma ranges. The sensitivity 

is 20 gamma/div. on the 1,000 gamma scale, dooreasing proportionate 

to the increased seal* range. 

Horizontal Loop 3S.M, Survey

The surrey was carried out using a horizontal loop Hunteo 

Model Ronka MK1 instrument, which operates in the following mannert 

a transmitter coil is carried along a lino followed by a receiver 

coil and console unit. The coils are separated by a two hundred 

foot length of compensation cable. An electromagnetic field is 

induced into the ground by the transmitter coil, transmitting at 

a frequency of 8?6 OPS* The transmitted signal is received in the 

receiver coil and the in phase and out of phase components are 

measured by the circuitry in the console and recorded as percen 

tage of phase shift. If no secondary field is present (due to a 

conductor beneath the surface of the ground) the primary field 

from the transmitter coil only will be received and the response 

will be a eero in phase and out of phase reading. However, if a 

secondary field is present a negative ph&se response will be 

observed for both the in phase and out of phase components. 

These responses are in proportion to the nature arid strength of 

the conductor. The usual response pattern over a conductor is, 

as the leading coil approaches the conductor a positive effect 

will be observed which is called the positive shoulder. When the 

configuration has moved to a point where the conductor is beneath 

the mid-point between the two coils, a maximum negative response



will be observed and as the coils Move off to the opposite side of 

the conductor a second positive shoulder will be observed. The 

nature and shape of the profile is determined by the composition 

of the oonduotor tnd its physical location in relation to the 

surface of the ground and Its attitude to the line traversed.

The readings are plotted at the mid-point between the 

transmitter and receiver coil and are shown as percentages. The 

values are then profiled to outline the anomalous regions.

A further explanation of the theory may be found in 

  Mining Geophysics, Methods in Geochemistry and Geophysics" by 

D.S. Parasnis and in NInterpretation Theory in Applied Geophysics11 

by F.S. Grant and G.F. West.

GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION 

Magnetometer Survey

The survey has resulted in a background of three to five 

hundred gammas with some magnetic highs of values to seventeen 

hundred ganmas. The lines traversed have reflected mostly back 

ground readings except for line 52W which appears to reflect 

slightly higher but consistent values. Two anomalous tones may be 

observed on line 36 to A4W where anomalous readings in the vicinity 

of one thousand above background Indicate a narrow band of magnetic 

material having a possible east-west strike direction. The most 

obvious magnetic anomaly is located on line 28 and 32W at approx 

imately five hundred feet south of the north boundary. Anomalous
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readings of approximately twelve hundred gamas above background 

auggeat a narrow north dipping *one of nagnetio material striking 

in an east-west direction* Insjediately north of this tone, there 

ia indication of a vary weak parallelling acne of possibly alsdlar 

Material.

Anonaloua readinga ooour on line 36W at approximately two 

to three hundred feet aouth of the north boundary* The contouring 

on thia section of the map auggeata the northwesterly trend, 

however* it ia the opinion of the writer that thia nay be due 

to the wide spacing of the linea and that if narrower traverses 

were nade a trend parallelling what ia obviously the general 

eaet-west direction would be observed.

A plan of the survey ia ahown aa plate l*

The Magnetic reeulte will be discussed further in correlation 

with the horlaontal loop S.M* survey 

Horlaonta], Loop E.H, 3urvey.

This survey has resulted in what has bean interpreted as 

weakly conductive east-west trending conductors. The moat consis 

tent being indicated as Conductor No.l with tha aecond indicated 

as Conductor No.2, a third tone is suggested Along the south side 

of the property, however, it has not been given any real oonaide- 

ration due to weak and inconsistent indications. Responses on line 

40 and A4W, however, suggest a possible conductor adjacent to the 

olalB line* On line 28W the response is totally in phase and nay 

be due to topography.
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Conductor Bo.l i* a weakly conductive tone which occur* 

through most of the lines traversed and liee in a generally north 

east direction and has been broken into two tones. Zone A and B* 

Zone A i* located on line U*tf approximately nine hundred feet 

south of the north boundary and i* indicated by an anomaly of 

having a ratio of approximately two to one in phase to out of 

phase* These results suggest a weakly mineralised sone which is 

narrow and probably dipping slightly to the north. Anomalous 

readings on line 52W and on line &0 and AAW on either side of 

this cone are weaker responses with poorer out of phase response 

particularly and are no doubt due to varying narrow conductive 

tones* Zone B is located on line 28W at approximately A003. The 

anomaly over this *one consists mostly of in phase response, 

however, the coincident magnetic anomaly nay make this sons 

more important. The total result froa both surveys, however, 

suggest a very narrow gone.

Conductor No.2 parallels Conductor No.l approximately 

two hundred feet to the north and is considerably less consistent 

and reflected by much weaker responses. Zone C, located on line 

W*W at approximately five hundred and fifty feet south of the 

north boundary is the most anoualous point along this oonduotor 

having a moderate in phase anomaly but a very weak out of phase 

response. There is no magnetic anomaly associated with this 

conductor and considering the nature of the K.M. response, it i* 

considered to be of little importance*

.VV-'- -
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In general, it would appear as though none of the conductors 

indicated by this surrey are reflecting rery large amounts of mine 

ralisation within the range of the instrument. 

. A plan of the surrey is a how as plate 2.

Respectfully submitted,
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STATISTICAL DATA

Mil** of lin* cor*r*d

Horizontal Loop B. M. •unrvjr

1.6 

1.6

. - -' ,**F"

Approximat* number of reading! taken 

Magnetometer mmrey 

Korixontal Loop E.M. survey

166 readings 

168 readings

1 t,
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PERSONKKL EMPLOTH)

J. Leolero,

M. Menard,

W. Sparkes,

H.H. Tays,

A. Brewer,

Mrs.A. Brewer,

Instrument operator,
28 Horne Street, Rouyn, Que.

Instrument operator,
280 Lauton Street, Rouyn, Que.

Instrument helper,
44 laurier Street, Noranda, Que.

Supervisor,
685 Murdoch Avenue, Noranda, Que,

Draftsman,
697 Murdoch Avenue, Noranda, Que.

Typist,
697 Murdoch Avenue, Noranda, Que.
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Hagpetometer Survey

J. Leolero, loatrunent operator,

Novenber 27, 28 
2 days

R. B* Tay o, aupervieor,

Novenber 28, January 2 
2 daye

A. Brewer, droftssan,

Deceaber 30, 31 
2 day*

Mrs* A. Braver, typiat,
i

January 8 
l day

Horisontaj^ Loop E.H. Survey

M* Menard, inBtrunant operator,

Novenbar 29, 30 
2 days

W. Sparkeo, inetruaient helper,

November 29, 30 
2 days

R* B* Taya, supervisor,

December 2, January 3t 1970 
2 days

'•••f.
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' POST OF

flurvary

M and wagM 160.00 

Flald and trar^. 175.00 

Total, 1335.00

Horijontal Loop JS.M*

w and Mam* 210.00

Plaid and traval 180.00

Total *390.00

Total Port

Magnetomvtar Survey 335*00

HoriionUi Loop K.M. Survey 390.00

Total 1725.00



D K C L A RAT ION

I, Reginald H. Tayi, the undersigned, herewith certify I 

have had the following experience in geophysical surveying, 

employed ae an instrument operator, party chief and field super 

visor. Your years with Geo.Explorers Llaited, 1953 to 1957 under 

the supervision of Hr.Donald J. Salt (profession*! engineer) and 

twelve years with Falconbridge Nickel Mines Llnited, 1957 to 1969. 

During this period I worked under the supervision of Mr.D*J. Salt 

(prof.eng.) and Mr.H. David MacLean (professional geophysicist).

I have personally supervised the work outlined in the 

above report.

V**' 
H.H. Tays.



Creighton Twp. (M.-738)

LAKE INDIAN REStRVE^I
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FALCONBRIDGE NICKEL MINES LTD
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SUBMITTED FOR ASSESSMENT CREDIT BY 
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